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In this tutorial we will show you how to:

• Search by citation

• Search by party name

• Search with Advanced Search



SEARCH BY CITATION



SCENARIO
I have the following citation: (1868) 1 NZCAR 
117. How can I find a copy of this case?



Click on LawCite

COMMENTARY: LawCite is a citator tool that can help you find case law and journal articles. 



Use the Citation Field

COMMENTARY: With LawCite, you can search by citation even if you do not know the year of the 
decision or the year that it was published. 



Click on the Case

COMMENTARY: If you see a link to a parallel citation, that’s ok. Click on the link to read a full-text 
version of the case. 



Download a PDF

COMMENTARY: In summary, searching by citation in LawCite is an efficient way to quickly find a full-
text version of a case.



SEARCH BY PARTY NAME



SCENARIO
How do I find Crawford v. Lecren?



Click on LawCite

COMMENTARY: LawCite is a citator tool that can help you find case law and journal articles. 



Add Party Names

COMMENTARY: If you do not have a citation for a case, you can use LawCite to search by party name.



Click on the Case Citation

COMMENTARY: If you see a link to a parallel citation, that’s ok. Click on the link to read a full-text 
version of the case. 



Download a PDF

COMMENTARY: In summary, even if you do not have a citation, you can still use LawCite to find a 
case. In the next scenario, we will show you how to use the Advanced Search, which is a helpful tool 
for finding a specific case when you are missing information about it.



ADVANCED SEARCH



SCENARIO
I am trying to find a New Zealand Court of Appeal Reports  
decision about removal of trustees that I found 
previously. Unfortunately, I forgot to download a copy. I 
think the year of the decision was 1867 or 1868. I can’t 
remember the party names and I don’t have a citation, 
but I know it was about removal of trustees. Is there a 
way I can find it?



Click on Advanced Search

COMMENTARY: Advanced Search is a useful tool because it has more filters that you can use to 
customize a search. 



Click on the Drop-Down Arrow and 
Choose “All of These Words”

COMMENTARY: There isn’t a one-size-fits-all approach to using the Advanced Search. In this example, 
we’ve chosen All of These Words because we want to search for cases that have both remove and 
trustee as keywords.



Enter Search Query

COMMENTARY: In this example, we are going to use remove and trustee as our primary keywords.



Select “All Case Law Databases”

COMMENTARY: We’ve selected All Case Law Databases because this will help filter our search results 
to include case law only. Now we can click on the Search button to start looking for cases.



Filter by Database

COMMENTARY: Clicking on the By Database tab will bring up a list of law reporters. In the example 
above, there is only one search result for the New Zealand Court of Appeal Reports.



Click on the Case

COMMENTARY: Clicking on the case will open a full-text version that you can download to your 
device. 



Download a PDF

COMMENTARY: In short, if you are struggling to remember information about a case that you found 
previously, try using the Advanced Search. It is a very handy tool!


